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ABSTRACT

Vertical straight tube with an expansion bend in sodium

path is the design selected for the steam generators of

500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR). There are A

secondary loops with each loop consisting of 3 modules.

With sodium reheat incorporated each module comprises of

one evaporator, superheater and reheater. Material of

construction is 2.25Cr-lMo for evaporator and 9Cr-lMo for

superheater and reheater. The tube to tubesheet weld is

internal bore butt weld with tubesheet having raised

spigot. Aim is to have reliable design with higher plant

availability. Design considerations leading to the choice

of design features selected are discussed in the paper and

a 'reference' design has been described.

INTRODUCTION

The choice of steam generator design concept is one of the

most critical and difficult issues the designers of the

LMFBRs are faced with. To avoid extensive outage times

which will result from tube leaks, LMFBR steam generators

will demand much higher standards of design, manufacture

and operation.

Amongst the major features for the PFBR steam generator,

the following are particularly important.
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a) Sodium or steam reheat

b) Unit size - Single unit, modular unit

c) Tube configuration

d) Material of construction

e) Tube to tubesheet joint

All seek to achieve a reliable cost effective strain

generator which whon utilised as an integral part of

nuclear steam supply system gives high availability. In

assessing the design of PFBR steam generator, o groat deal

of subjective judgement has been exercised with due

weightage given to the operating experience reported.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Sodium or Steam Reheat

In the light of desired power generation and utilisation

of .standard turbine, sodium reheat is unavoidable.

Calculations performed on 500 MWe standard turbine net

manufactured in the country with stemn conditions selected

as 16.6 MPa/753 K at TSV indicate distinct disadvantage

associated with steam reheat cycle. Steam reheat cycle

permits power generation of only 430 MWe npart from

generating wet steam in IP last stages and LP turbine

complete. These problems would make the standard set

unsuitable. To generate 500 MWe on above standard set with

steam reheat would call for redesign of the turbine which

is considered uneconomical to fabricate for new sets.

Cost benefit analysis also shows advantage of sodium

reheat over steam reheat. It indicates that there Js on
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overall net loss of Rs.170 million in case of steam reheat

due to reduced efficiency, even after considerable saving

in the capital cost.

2.2 Unit Size

Modular units allow a very simple design and further they

are easily inspectable, replaceable and repairable.

Otherwise also the reactor can be operated with all the

units except the leaky one, if not replaced. Smaller units

effectively increase the sensitivity of the leak detection

system by reducing the dilution of the hydrogen in sodium

at the sample point. Moreover, smaller units are preferred

for ease of design and manufacture. These all aid in the

availability of the plant. However, there will be cost

increase from the use of modular concepts over larger

units. The optimisation calculations have indicated 3

steam • generator per loop as an optimum one. The

calculation procedure is standard one in which the capital

costs are traded against the cost incurred by postulated

outages. The non-availability of the steam generator is

considered based on tube-tubesheet weld joint only. The

analysis is based on steam generator tube to tubesheet
-4

weld failure probability of 10 welds/annum with the

leaking module isolated by valves on water and sodium side

in case of leak and the defective module is replaced by a

spare unit during next planned shut down.

Tube Configuration

The mnny different confiqurntions in thn stenrn generators

for LMFBD indicate the difficulties of choice. The

principal candidate configurations are helical coil,

straight tube, U tube, bayonet tube, J tube, hockey stick

type, serpentine type etc. Configuration of straight tube

with an expansion bend in the sodium flow path has boon

selected for the following reasons:

a) overall simplicity

b) no shell bellows or bend

c) identical tubes

d) ease of inservice inspection

e) ease of water side draining

Straight tube design with no means of accommodating

differential expansion or by providing bellows for

accommodating differential expansion between shell and

tube calls for greater duty on the flow distribution to

avoid the risk of buckling the tubes. Even in otherwise

sound design, there exists risk of buckling under plugged

tube condition.

Material of Construction

The ferritic steel has been selected, principally to give

increased resistance to the risk of stress corrosion

cracking due to faults in water chemistry or environment

resulting from tube leak in the steam-generator, 2.25Cr-

lMo has been selected as the principal material for

evaporator where sodium temperature at inlet is 723 K.
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Mechanical strength is adequate for this steel for use in

evaporator and there is no risk of decarburisation under

this condition. For superheater and reheater stronger

grade 9Cr-lMo has been selected as the principal material.

This material has no risk of decarburisation (in fact

there may be carburisation which is considered

acceptable), expected to have better resistance to pitting

corrosion and steam erosion than 2.25Cr-lMo steel,

adequate mechanical strength at design temperature,

excellent creep ductility, favourable creep fatigue

behaviour and satisfactory weldability.

The same material would be used in a given unit i.e.

tubes, tubesheets and plates forming the shell. This is to

avoid dissimilar welds at critical locations and also to

minimise the differential expansion aspect in the design.

For better mechanical strength, 2.25Cr-lMo and 9Cr-lMo

wrought products would be in normalised and tempered grade

except tubesheet which could be quenched and tempered. For

improved fretting wear resistance, the tube bundle support

material has been selected as Inconel 718 for all the

units.

Tube to Tubesheet Joint

The tube to tubesheet weld has been recognised as the most

critical item in the manufacture of PFBH steam generators.

The bore side weld .has been selected as it eliminates

crevices between tubes and tubesheet and it permits

radiographic inspection. Of the main joint forms for the
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internal bore weld i.e. raised spigot anrl inset tube type,

the former [Fig.l] has been selected to

a) place the welds in a low stress region

b) easier to weld and offer better repeatibility, and

c) provide increased ligament for a given tube pitch as

the tubesheet hole will be the tube bore

The spigot length would be around 25 mm. Postweld heat

treatment (PWHT) of individual tube to tubesheet joint is

envisaged to avoid risk of stress corrosion cracking an<l

reheat cracking. Non-destructive examination for each

joint will be carried by dye penetrant testing,

radiography using anode x-ray unit and helium leak

testing. The net result is expected to realise a reliable

steam generator.

Tube Size & Pitch

The tube size has 'been selected with nn objective of

realising minimum tube to tubesheet welds respecting the

following restraints:

- Minimum tube diameter of 10 mm from internal bore

welding, anode X-ray examination and inservice

examination.

- Maximum tube length of 23 m from tube availability

considerations.

- Maximum steam velocity of 60 m/s for superheater and

76 m/s for reheater; maximum water mass velocity of
2

2000 Kg m /s from ripple magnetite aspect.

Tube layout is triangular with ligament of 15 mm. A modest
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value has been selected as it is recognised that It will

not be possible to avoid wastage for leaks that have been

reported.

3. DESCRIPTION

There are 12 steam generator modules with equal capacity

arranged in 4 loops, - each loop containing 3 steam

generators. Steam generator is once through split-up type

with each steam generator module consisting of one

evaporator, one superheater and one reheater. The basic

configuration of all these 3 units are similar. Fig.2

shows the configuration of PFBR steam generator.

It is a vertical shell and tube type heat exchanger.

Sodium enters the steam generator through a single inlet

nozzle which is located beneath the upper tubesheet. The

sodium flow upwards in the annular region, then flows down

through top inlet plenum where it is evenly distributed

before entering the tube bundle. The tubes are placed in

triangular pitch. The inlet plenum is of varying cross

section (inner shroud extended) to get the uniform flow

distribution at the entrance of tube bundle. After flowing

across the tubes of the bundle, the sodium exits through

the bottom outlet plenum and outlet nozzle situated above

the outlet plenum. No cover gas has been provided in the

steam generator top. Steam generator without cover gas

provides less costly units due to better utilisation of

effective tube length and absence of complexities due to

sodium level fluctuation.

Feed water enters the tube side at the bottom, flows

through the orifice (for evnporator only) threaded to the

tubesheet nnd flows upward«; in a counterflow dirccton to

the downcoming sodium. Orifices .ire provided in each tuhe

of economiser evaporator from static and dynamic stability

consideration.

Full length tube bundle shroud is not provided to reduce

cost. It is realised that there exists mainly two

potential sources of tube failure viz. tube to tubesheet

weld and crossflow induced vibration. In both the inlet

and outlet plenum, the outer shell is far away from the

last row of tubes, whereas the bottom outer shell is

extended upward to contain the sodium in case of lenk in

expansion bend. These bends are in flow region, located in

the bottom portion of the steam generator above the sodium

outlet nozzle so as to permit higher allowable stress. The

tubes are supported and guided at various locations by

formed type tube bundle support arrangements. Tube bundle

support arrangements (for straight tube portions)

themselves are supported by the G tie rods which are fixed

to either upper or bottom tubesheet on one end. Tubes are

also supported at the centre of the bend by Inconel 71fl

rods to prevent out of plane vibration. Tube to tubesheet

joining is by internal bore welding (raised spigot type).

Top and bottom tubesheets are protected by thermal shields

during steady state and transients. Sodium inlet and

outlet shell-nozzle junctions are in the form of pullouts.

Manhole is provided on water-steam dished heads to allow



(1) access to the tubes for the inservlce inspection and

(2) access for tube plugging if required. Each steam

generator unit is supported by the ring support

arrangement attached to the centre of the units.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Steam generator design of 3 modules for each secondary

loop, sodium reheat, once through, vertical straight tube

configuration with an expansion bend on each tube, tube

ends welded to tubesheet with raised spigot has been

selected.

Reliable service is expected from the steam generator on

the basis of the strong foundation of concept and rigorous

controls being planned in manufacturing.

TABLE-I

STEAM

Detal 1

Number of modules
per loop

Thermal rating, MW

Tube material

Tube size ODxThk, mm

No. of tubes

Heat transfer length, m

Sodium (Shell Side)

- Inlet temp. K

- Outlet temp. K

- Flow rate, Kg/s

Water/Steam (Tube Side)

- Inlet temp. K

- Outlet temp. K

- Flow rate, Kg/s

Steam outlet
Pressure, MP.i(g)

Overall height, m

rSENERATOn DETAIL

Evaporator

3

65.65

Z.25Cr-lMo

16x2

253

22.39

723

623

513.7

52-1. .8

653

39.76

18.91

23.8

S

Super-
heater

3

19.085

9Cr-lMo

21.3x2.9

85

21.73

778

723

273.9

G53

753

39.76

17./.I

22.85

Hehcatcr

3

16.715

gCr-lMo

35x2

61

22./. 5

770

723

239.8

562

753

35.28

3.91

23.53

10
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FIG.1. TUBE TO TUBESHEET JOINT
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FIG 2. STEAM GENERATOR


